A METAL KETTLE-DRUM RECENTLY DISCOVERED IN NORTH-WESTERN THAILAND.
• he drum in question was bought in 1961 in a small shop in § Chieng Mai, so that there will always be uncertainty as to its exact provenance.
Jonkheer J. Beelaerts van Blokland, who bought the drum, kindly put it at my disposal for study and for the preparation of a paper.
The drum is rather small and damaged, with a total height of 293 mm., and has been repaired by a former owner in a very crude way.
It seems to have been cast in two parts: two vertical casting seams are clearly visible on the surface of the entire body but not on the inside, a well-known feature of many kettle-drums.
The drum consists of the following parts: a. a flat tympanum with a diameter of 440 mm.; b. a bulbous upper section; c. a cylindrical middle part; d. an open conical foot with a diameter of 490 mm.
Two pairs of quarter-circle handles adomed with imitation plaitedrope designs connect the bulbous part with the upper portion of the cylindrical section. The shape is characteristic of the Heger I type of kettle-drum of the Far East, called by Goloubew "Ie type migrateur par excellence". There is, foowever, one difference, namely that the diameter of the tympanum is smaller than that of the open foot.
Heger I types of kettle-drum have frequently been found during controlled excavations in Yünnan and North Annam, and as casual finds in south-western China, Vietnam, Thailand, Malaya and the greater part of the Indonesian Archipelago.
Our specimen is elaborately decoraited. Most of the decoration consists of conventional geometrie patterns, such as circlets, concentric circles with diagonal linking lines, fish-bone designs, saw-tooth ("deathpattern") motifs and cross-hatched line ornaments.
Apart from the geometrie designs there are panels and zones with naituralistic pictures, such as sickle-shaped canoes propelled by one or two paddlers wearing high feather headdresses, generally regarded as "ships of the dead" conveying the souls of the dead to the after-world.
There are humpbacked bulls shown in profile (the buil is a frequent sacrificial animal in the rituals which still survive today among megalithbuilders in the Far East), and flying herons moving anti-clockwise executed in fine linear relief. Finally there are four free-standing frogs on the tympanum. The drum is covered with a green patina with purple discolourations, typical of many Heger I drums with a large proportion of lead in their alloy.
A more detailed description of the ornaments follows below.
The Tympanum
The central theme is an eight-rayed star or sun emlblem in shallow relief.
From poinit to point the diameter of the star measures 119 mm. The interstices, triangular in shape, are filled with 12 parallel Unes, parallel to a side of the ray, gradually diminishing in length outwards.
The sun emblem is surrounded by two narrow bands, 7 mm. wide, with a continuous row of saw-tooth figures, the upper row with the tips directed inwards and the lower row with the tips directed outwards.
Between these narrow bands is a slightly wider band with touching concentric circlets. These concentric circlets are actually dots surrounded by two concentric circles each. This is followed by a 37 mm. wide band with herons flying anti-clockwise. Unfortunately most of these herons, with the exception of three, have vanished through corrosion. On a rough calculation there must originally have been 9 herons.
Next there follow again two narrow bands with saw-tooth ornaments and, between them, a wider band with touching circlets.
Finally, near the edge at equal distances from each other are four small free-standing frogs modelled in the round. They are 35 mm. long and have a greatest width of 21 mm. The hind-legs are pierced with a round hole at the knee. On the back are fishbone motifs lengthwise along the body, and the hindlegs are adorned with short parallel Unes.
The bulbous upper portion
Directly beneath the tympanum, decoration starts with the same ornaments as described on the former part, namely two narrow hori- zontal bands with isawntooth motifs, and between them .a wider band with a row of touching concentric circlets. A close look at PI. 4 shows that these bands do not link up perfectly at the casting seam. Beneath these bands with familiar geometrie motifs are panels wiith canoes as follows. The narrow, 110 mm. wide space between each pair of handles is filled with a small canoe propelled by a paddler with a high, plumed headdress. On the wider, 390 mm. widé panels between the two pairs of handles two canoes are depicted each with two plumed paddlers, so that in total there are four large canoes with two paddlers and two small canoes with one paddler. Half of .the canoes have concentric circles at front and rear, the others have points at both ends.
The cylindrical middle part
Between the pairs of handles are large panels on which we observe from left to right: two vertical zones each with three concentric circles connected by three, sometimes four, diagonal linking lines or tangents, a picture of a buil, a casting seam used as the rib of a zone of fishbone motifs, a second picture of a buil, two zones with three concentric circlets with three diagonal linking lines, an empty space below the handle, a vertical zone with plait motifs, again two zones with three concentric circlets with three diagonal linking lines, a second zone with plait motifs and a second empty space below the handle.
The same arrangement is repeated on the opposite side of the drum. In total there are four humpbacked bulls on the drum.
On the lower part of the cylindrical middle portion are four horizontal bands, one with plait motifs, one with touching concentric circlets, and two with saw-tooth motifs.
The conical foot
There are no omaments on this part of the drum.
Dating
As mentioned above, the drum should, by its shape, be classified as Heger I of the Dongson culture, which for this area would give an estimated dating 300 B.C. to 200 A.D.
A more, precise dating, however, may be possible by close study of the style of the decorations. Three features may be observed in this connection. In the first place, the genera! decorative style may be regarded as transitional, i.e. between the naturalistic and the pure geometrie and conventional. Secondly, the doublé spiral, which really is a belt-hook design connected with the idea of puberty and fecundity and which is a most distinctive feature of the Early Dongson, does not appear on the drum, but is substituted by concentric circles-andtangenit patterns, a mere simplification. Lastly, the paddlers in the canoes are still depicted in a naturalistic style and not yet stylized into mere feather-and-circle symbols as on ithe later Heger I drums.
These three considerations make me venture to suggest a middle Dongson date for the drum, say approximately 100 B.C.
As far as my knowledge goes, there are only some twelve kettledrums of the Heger I type knówn from Thailand, all casual finds. This makes the ifind just described so valuable, as it adds new f acts to the rather meagre archaeological records on Thai kettle-drums.
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